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SurLast Bimini Top - with zipper pkg6'L x Width 91"- 96" x
Height 40"- 46" (3 Bow) (69646-AN-03Z)

Product description

When it’s time for shade, you need an ANP bimini top!
This versatile bimini top comes with zippers sewn on all (4) sides so you can build an enclosure top. 

Built tough using only the finest materials, this 3 bow SurLast bimini top will add style and color to
your boat.
The heavy duty aluminum frame and nylon hardware is easy to install and simple to use. To top it off
it comes with a free matching storage boot and all required hardware. 
Dimensions:  
- Length :  6’
- Width: 91” to 96” 
- Height :  40” to 46”  Tall off your railing.
- Maximum height can be shortened down by 6” 
- Height of the top when in folded position :  63”
Fabric: 
- 100% polyester  SurLast Fabric
- UV and mildew resistant 
- Custom canvas fitted to frame
- Free matching storage boot 
Frame: 
- 7/8" Aluminum frame with bright finish
- 3 bow  frame with double-walled main bow
- Bows are assembled with nylon hardware. 
- Frames come knocked down for shipping. Assembly is required. 
Hardware bag includes: 
- (2) Nylon Deck hinges
- (2) Nylon Side mounts
- (2) Thumb screws
- (4) Adjustable Straps with stainless steel hooks 
- Stainless steel assembly screws & hardware
-- Assembly guide              

Price A.N.P. Inc. : $861.00

Select your color
- Surlast - Black #3854
- Surlast - Sand #3853
- Surlast - Yellow #3868
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Aluminum frame with nylon
hardware

Matching zippered boot
included

Zipper package sewn around
bimini
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